Renaissance vocabulary - match the word with the meaning:

_____ patron  
_____ disheveled  
_____ fastidious  
_____ coerced  
_____ furtive  
_____ commission  
_____ inquisition  
_____ revelation  
_____ indulgence  
_____ elicit  
_____ alliance  
_____ theses  
_____ copious  
_____ gaiety

a) happiness  
b) draw forth, to cause to happen  
c) official investigation  
d) unkempt, slovenly, dirty  
e) abundant  
f) rapid  
g) enforced  
h) expressive desire or dart about  
i) close association, agreement  
j) immaculate, very clean  
k) authority to act  
l) sale of redemption by the Church  
m) forth coming  
n) a dissertation  
o) disclosure, discovering God's will  
p) formal financial supporter